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Application of Model to correct the Phoneme’s Duration produced by TTS
System -case of Arabic Voiced phonemes Abstract
To approch a human voice, some modifications on speech signal produced by
TTS systems are necessary. As we know, the relevant parameters of the vocal signal
are: the fundamental frequency, energy and duration. In our work, we have studied
the duration of segmental phonemes. In fact, we tried to reduce the different
imperfections which depend on duration of voiced consonants having unvoiced
oppositions of arabic language. For that, we measured first different coefficients of
variation (position and context), and after, we constructed our model of correction.
We tested this model to modify the duration of some phonemes (voiced) produced by
Text-to-Speech system.
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1. Introduction
In this article, we present a contribution of phonemics' duration modelling of the
Arabic voiced consonants having unvoiced oppositions and its application to speech
system synthesis. Our predictive model is based on that D. Klatt system [1].
Spoken is a complex process and its analysis remains a central element in the
realization of the human language. In fact, the relevant parameters of the vocal signal
are: the fundamental frequency, energy and duration. The phonemic duration
depends on several factors of variability intra and interlocutors, like: the coarticulation (the influence of a sound on the contiguous sound), the sex
(man/woman), the age, the regional accent, flow of elocution, the emotional state of
the speaker, etc [2]. Several studies (models and techniques) in the duration domain
were made for the Latin languages but for Arabic very few works were realised [3]
[4] [5] [6]. But it is not the case for Arabic language where we noticed few works
only [7] [8].The interest by studying this parameter for the Arabic is justified double
because the duration has in important position in the Arabic linguistics. In fact, it is
considered as being a main property of distinction between words (gemination and madd)
2. Effect of duration in Arabic sound system
The sound system of the Standard Arab consists of six vowels: three short vowels
[a], [u] and [i] respectively [fetŸa], [‡amma] and [kasra], and three long ([ā], [ū] and
[ī]), and twenty eight consonants but, in our work, we were interested only on the
voiced consonants having unvoiced oppositions.
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Among the characteristics of the Standard Arabic, we have in addition to the [madd]
(long vowels), the emphasis and the geminating. The emphasis represents the
pharyngalization which occurs at the time of the contraction of the higher part of the
pharynx to produce a second place of articulation and then, four specified phonemes
([©], [®], [‡] and ¼]). The gemination, as for it, also called redoubling, corresponds
to the phenomenon of reinforcement of the consonant articulation. Set a part
[hamza], all Arabic consonants may be geminating.Tab.1 represents some examples
for each characteristic.
َقَت ََل
ََ قاَت
َل

[qatala]
[qa:tala]

َح َمام
َح َنََ َام
ََ ََسل
ب
ََ َصل
ب
َ

[ Ÿama:m]
[ Ÿamma:m]
[salbun]
[©albun]

Tab.1: Examples of Arabic characteristics
3. Methodology
The corpus worked out for the study of voicing consists of 100 sentences whose
flow of elocution is normal. The takings away were made on sequences of type
[C1V1C2V2C3V3] with Ci  consonant and Vi  vowel. All consonants are taking
from a vocalic context of the three short vowels with three different positions (Initial
(I), Middle (M) and Final (F)). The material used for the recordings data is: the CSL
(Computerized Speech Lab Model 4300B) of Kay and the technique used for the
analysis is the sonnagraphic one. The selected sampling rate is 11025 Hz samples
coded on 16 bits.

m

mm

Figure.1: Representation of geminating ([ Ÿama:m]/ [ Ÿamma:m])
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4. Analyze of segmental durations for voiced Arabic consonants
To measure the effect of voicing over the durations, we chose representative
consonants i.e. which form minimal pairs. So we recorded a corpus of sentences
based on the voiced oppositions voiced/ unvoiced. On the seven pairs of existing
oppositions of voicing in the Standard Arab, we studied six of them which are: [z]/
[s], [d]/ [t], [‡]/ [®], [†]/ [±], [‰]/ [¡], [`]/ [Ÿ]. For that, we obtained a whole of 40
values per consonant voiced according to its position in the word and of the vocalic
context. The study applied was repeated for corresponding unvoiced consonants.
4.1. Inherent duration of the voiced and unvoiced phonemes
The intrinsic (inherent) duration of the consonants is measured in initial position
of the sequences. The aim set by this is the reduction of the phenomenon of the
co-articulation which represents the influence of phoneme on other. Tab.2 presents
the average of the inherent durations for each consonant voiced like that of its
corresponding item unvoiced. We notice from the results that the segmental duration
of the unvoiced phonemes is always higher compared to their correspondents. The
Coefficient of Reduction of Voicing (CRV) represents the reduction of the voiced
consonant length compared to unvoiced ones.

Tab.2: Inherent durations for voiced/ invoiced consonants
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Figure.2: Representation of inherent duration
4.2. Variations of the consonant’s duration of the according to the vocalic context
and the position in the word
To study the variations of voicing according to the vocalic context right, we
calculated the modifications of the durations generated by the change of the short
vowels (3). The Coefficients of Reduction/Lengthening (CRV1 and CRV2)
depending respectively on the vowel ([u] and [i]) are showing in Tab.3 (the vowel [a]
is taking as the reference). For the position, we calculated Coefficients of
Reduction/lengthening of Position (CRP1 and CRP2) which represent the
modifications when we change the positions of the consonant in the sequence, for
that we suppose three locations (Initial (I), Middle (M) and Final (F)). In this case,
we suppose for reference the first position.

C

CRV1

CRV2

CRP1

CRP2

[z]
[‡]
[d]
[†]
[‘]
[‰]

1,06
1,06
1,04
1,04
0,97
0,96

1,01
1,04
1,02
1,02
0,99
0,87

1,06
1,06
1,04
1,04
0,97
0,96

1,01
1,04
1,02
1,02
0,99
0,87

Tab.3: Different coefficients of variation (vowel context and position)
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5. Proposition of a modelling of voiced Arabic consonants
In our case, we are going to apply these ratios through a modelling to correct the
values of the voiced consonant’s duration generated by a speech system synthesis
(TTS) Arphon conceived in the CRSTDLA [9]. In fact, we are going to predict the
correct value by using a model of prediction inspired by that D. Klatt one []. By
taking into account various analysed coefficients studied before, we built a system of
rules. The general equation of the system is:
Dur
 CR(c )  CRP( p , p )  CRV (v , v )  Dur (c )
cor
i
1 2
1 2
inh i
Durcor : corrected [C] duration;
Durinh : inhérent duration[C] ;
CR
: coeff. of reduction of voicing
CRP: of reduction/lengthening depending on position;
CRV: coeff. of Reduction/lengthening depending on vocalic context.
6. Application of the model in an artificial speech
To verify the rates of variations obtained during the phase of analysis (the various
coefficients), we proceeded to a comparison between phonemes duration’s taken first
time from a natural sentence and in second time from an artificial sentence
(generated by a TTS system) (figure.3). The synthesized sentence was produced by
an automatic Arabic TTS (Arphone2.0). We notice from sonagrams of both
examples a net difference in the duration of the consonant [‡]. When, we used the
rule of voicing to correct the duration of the consonant [‡] of the word [Ÿa‡ara], we
obtain the results showed in figure 4.
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Figure.3 : Duration of [‡] produced par TTS system and naturally
in the word [‡araba]

‡

‡

Figure.4: Correction of duration of the voiced consonant [Ÿa‡ara]
produced by Speech System Synthesis
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7. Conclusion
To correct the duration of voiced consonants produced by a Arphon system (TTS
system), we measered first the different coefficients of variation of duration. In fact,
by taking into account the position in the word (initial, middle and final) and the
vocalic context ([a], [u] and [i]), we calculated different ratios which permitted to us
to construct a model of prediction. By using this model we correct the duration of
voiced phonemes (reduction or lengthening) and then approach the reel value of
duration (human voice).
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